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NEW QUESTION: 1
This demand source type is used to suggest time-phased safety
stock levels for your bill of material Items In all your supply
chain organizations.
Some of Its features are that It allows you to specify:
1. service levels by customer, channel, and product
2. variability: demand and supplier lead time
3. objectives and penalty costs for your enterprise
Identify this demand source type that is used in Advanced
Supply Chain Planning.
A. Safety Stock: Planning
B. Safety Stock: Inventory
C. Safety Stock: Inventory Optimization
D. Dependent Demand
E. Independent Demand

Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Application servers currently deployed in a private subnet
require the ability to integrate with a third-party service
accessible through the Internet.
Which changes are required to provide outbound Internet
connectivity In the VPC without providing inbound Internet
connectivity to the application servers?
A. Create a NAT Gateway without attaching an Internet Gateway
to the VPC
B. Create a NAT Gateway and attach an Internet Gateway to the
VPC.
C. Attach an Internet Gateway to the VPC without creating a NAT
Gateway.
D. Attach a Virtual Private Gateway to the VPC and create a NAT
Gateway.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
NAT Gateway Basics
To create a NAT gateway, you must specify the public subnet in
which the NAT gateway should reside. For more information about
public and private subnets, see Subnet Routing. You must also
specify an Elastic IP address to associate with the NAT gateway
when you create it. After you've created a NAT gateway, you
must update the route table associated with one or more of your
private subnets to point Internet-bound traffic to the NAT
gateway. This enables instances in your private subnets to
communicate with the internet.
Each NAT gateway is created in a specific Availability Zone and
implemented with redundancy in that zone.
You have a limit on the number of NAT gateways you can create
in an Availability Zone. For more information, see Amazon VPC
Limits.
Note
If you have resources in multiple Availability Zones and they
share one NAT gateway, in the event that the NAT gateway's
Availability Zone is down, resources in the other Availability
Zones lose internet access. To create an Availability
Zone-independent architecture, create a NAT gateway in each
Availability Zone and configure your routing to ensure that
resources use the NAT gateway in the same Availability Zone.
If you no longer need a NAT gateway, you can delete it.
Deleting a NAT gateway disassociates its Elastic IP address,
but does not release the address from your account.
The following diagram illustrates the architecture of a VPC
with a NAT gateway. The main route table sends internet traffic
from the instances in the private subnet to the NAT gateway.
The NAT gateway sends the traffic to the internet gateway using
the NAT gateway's Elastic IP address as the source IP address.

A VPC with public and private subnets and a NAT gateway

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a table named HumanResources.Department that was
created with the query shown in the exhibit.
(Click the Exhibit button.)
You need to query temporal data in the table.
In the table below, identify the Transact-SQL segments that
must be used to retrieve the appropriate data.
NOTE: Make only one selection in each column.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
AS OF: Returns a table with a rows containing the values that
were actual (current) at the specified point in time in the
past.
CONTAINED IN: If you search for non-current row versions only,
we recommend you to use CONTAINED IN as it works only with the
history table and will yield the best query performance.

NEW QUESTION: 4
During a Cisco UCS firmware update via the UCS Manager GUI, you
choose All from the Filter list in the Activate Firmware dialog
box. Which statement about this action is true?
A. This setting will have no effect, and you should always use
the CLI to complete firmware upgrades.
B. You should open a case with Cisco TAC to determine what to
do.
C. This setting will work and UCS Manager will properly
activate all elements in the correct order.
D. Because many releases and patches have dependencies that
require a specific order, this method is not preferred, and you
should consult the release notes.
Answer: D
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